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Q1. Hard Words  

HARD WORDS 
Balanced diet Electric gadgets 

Habits Electrical sockets 

Yoga Stairs 

Exercise Footpath 

Breathing Zebra crossing 

Safety rules Tease 

 

Q2. Tick the correct answer. 

a. Which of these is safe? 

i. Lighting a cracker  

ii. Using a knife to peel an apple  

iii. Crossing the road holding your 

mother's hand 

iv. Warming milk on a gas oven 

b. Which of these is not required to stay clean? 

i. Brushing your teeth 

ii. Wearing clean clothes  

iii. Washing your hair 

iv. Using cream on your face 

c. Where should you throw waste paper? 

i. On the road   

ii. In the park    

iii. In the bin   

iv. On the floor 

 
 
 



Q3. Fill in the blanks. 

a. We should wear clean clothes every day. 

b. Flies make food dirty. 

c. We need to brush our teeth 2 times every day. 

d. We should always walk on the footpath of a road. 

 

 

Q4. Circle the things that are unsafe. 

 

  
 

 

 
Q5. Mark the sentences right (√) or wrong (×). 

a. We should always use a zebra crossing to cross the road. (√) 

b. We need to change our inner wear every day.                     (√) 

c. It is alright to throw a packet of chips on the road.             (×) 

d. We should eat without washing our hands.                          (×) 

e. Sleep is needed to be healthy.                                                 (√) 

Q6. Match the following. 

 
BODY  (4) 

 

NAILS  (3) 

 

HAIR   (2) 

 
TEETH  (1)  

 



 

Q7. Meanings. 

a. Habit  
Things you do every day, at the 

same time. 

b. Footpath  A path for people to walk along. 

c. Zebra crossing  

An area of road painted with 

broad white strips where vehicles 

must stop, if people wish to cross. 

 

Q8. Jumbled words  

a. BAHSTI HABITS 

b. RODION INDOOR 

c. RCIEEESX EXERCISE 

d. GOAY YOGA 

e. OSLOHC SCHOOL 

f. SSATRI STAIRS 

 

 
Q9. Questions and answers  

a. Write down two ways to keep your body clean. 

Ans: - 

i. Wear clean clothes. 

ii. Brush your teeth in the morning and at bed time. 

b. Why do we need to play and exercise?  

Ans: - We need to play and exercise because it makes us fit. 

c. Write two safety rules that you should follow at home. 

Ans: -  

i. Do not play with matches. 

ii. Do not open the door to someone you do not know. 



d. What is zebra crossing? 

Ans: - An area of road painted with broad white strips where vehicles must stop, if 

people wish to cross. 

e. Write down some safety rules that you should follow in school. 

Ans: - 

i. Do not rush down the stairs. 

ii. Get in and out of the school bus in a line. 

iii. Do not put your hand out of the bus window. 

f. Write down some good habits. 

Ans: -  

i. Do not bite your nails. 

ii. Throw wastes into the dustbin. 

iii. Keep your thing at their proper places. 

iv. Do not tease animals. They may bite you. 

 

 

g. Write down some safety rules that you should follow on roads. 

Ans: - 

i. Always walk on the footpath. 

ii. Walk on the zebra crossing when you cross the road.  

iii. Do not play on the road. 

 

h. Draw a traffic light. How many colours do the traffic light has? 

 

Ans: - The traffic light has 3 colours. 

i. Name the colours of the traffic light and what does each colour say. 

Ans: - The colours of traffic light are red, yellow and green. 



Each colour say: 

i. Red – stop 

ii. Yellow – get ready 

iii. Green – go 

 

 


